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What made the
partnership
successful?

Key takeaways:

Partnership Parameters

Established at the Onset

Documentation and Storytelling 

Empowering Artist Voice and

Buy-In to The Experience

Coordinated Marketing

Campaign



SG ASKS:

 manage, direct + supervise the execution
of artwork + key milestones for project 

source and work with artists to ensure
on-time installation at all three sites

 provide bi-weekly status reports &
updates to client



TILA's Solution

TILA and SG engaged in a
discussion about the partnership
opportunity in October 2020.
Over the course of 5 months
prior to starting production, TILA
& SG built a relationship based
on trust to establish a workflow
that was autonomous and self-
directed. 

Trust & Transparency Talent & Production
Management 

SG and TILA established early on that
TILA would manage and oversee
Talent and Production. Because TILA
served as the primary communication
channel between the artist and client,
TILA was able to adjust timelines
without negatively impacting the
artist. 

Intentional Curation

SG gave TILA curatorial
oversight of all three stores
which allowed TILA to deepen
its relationship with the
community and directly connect
Artists to paid jobs. This aligned
with our mission to increase
representation. & economic
activity in the creative economy.
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Documentation and Storytelling
 Storytelling is the core of what we do. We assist our artists in
building a narrative that is true to them. We provide  guidance by
hiring and working with photographers and videographers of color
to help bring the work to life. This was essential to the sg
partnership because it gave multiple entry points to community to
understand the value of the work one the partnership was
announced in June. 



75,620+
PEOPLE REACHED ACROSS TILA
SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS AND
PARTNERS 



TILA utilized its social media channels such as 

TILA Studios monthly newsletter
sent to collectors, patrons,
community stakeholders

1,200 Subscribers 

Community Newsletter sent to
artists within the TILA Studios
network 

100+ 

Invited included influencers, local
leaders and art administrators 

120 People

Affiliate Partners such as
photographers, videographers,
artists

35,000+
Community leaders such as City of
Atlanta Mayors Office of Cultural Affairs,
Fulton County, Major Arts Organizations,
City Council Members, Community
Organizers and Artists. 

TYPES OF COSTUMERS

Instagram Followers 

7,200+



@TILA_Studios
7,000+ followers 

15,000K + Impressions

Dedicated 7 post. over 700 total likes, 40+
shares, saves, 40 comments 



@Tiffany_LaTrice1
4,000+ followers 

10,000K + Impressions

dedicated 4 post. over 1,000 total likes, 75+
shares, save, 150+ comments 



@HoneyPierre_
6,000+ followers 

20,000K + Impressions

Dedicated 16 posts, over 4,000K total likes,
100+ shares & saves, 200+ Comments 



TILA NEWSLETTER
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The Newsletter 

The Newsletter was sent to key
community leaders such as City of
Atlanta Mayors Office of Cultural Affairs,
Fulton County, Major Arts Organizations,
City Council Members,  Community
Organizers and Artists. 



SG
MARKETING
APPROACH 

SG TASTING & OPENING
DAY, SOCIAL MEDIA
ANNOUNCMENTS 

SG  empowered Honey  & TILA to
buy-in to the experience by allowing
them to produce the tasting and
sweet Talk 

SG gave TILA permission to invite
the community 

SG dedicated three social media
post and two IG stories which
helped amplify the partnership

SG drove the partnership home with
a coordiated newsletter release a
week after the store opening 



SG TASTING &
OPENING DAY 

TILA hired a local dj, photographers,
and designers to curate the experience
to make it feel communal.  

This also enabled sg & TILA to have
quality content for social & marketing
channels for SG

BTS Photographer & Videographer

Opening Day Photographer Installation, Tasting, Opening Day Videographer 

Tasting DJ 

Invitation Designer 



HONEY PREVIEW DAY 
Honey's Preview was attended by over 110 people which
included the Mayor of Dunwoody, Executive Director of
National Black Arts, Office of City Planning for Atlanta,
Founder of ChopArt and many more. 



OPENING DAY 
TILA Studios participated in the Opening Day Festivities by
coordinating the Team Member Sweet Talk. The Sweet Talk
allowed for further connectivity between the sg and TILA
community. The opening day was attended by 20% of the
attendees from the tasting preview. 



SG MARKETING
ANNOUCMENTS 

280K follower count

3 dedicated post for the Atlanta Flagship
store opening. One featuring the artist,
one featuring TILA and one featuring the
Store. 

Also two dedicated IG stories that built
the narrative as well as post opening day
newsletter. 



Because SG & TILA strategically focused
on the overall story of TILA & Honey and
not just the store opening, It created a
long lasting impact within the community
and through the social media channels.
Allowing customers to return to the store
post opening day. 

OVERALL IMPACT 



Presentations are tools that can be used as demonstrations, lectures,
speeches, reports, and more. It serves a variety of purposes, making
presentations powerful tools for convincing and teaching.

It serves a variety of purposes, making presentations powerful tools for
convincing and teaching. Presentations are tools that can be used as
demonstrations, lectures, speeches, reports, and more. 

It serves a variety of purposes,
making presentations powerful
tools for convincing and teaching.

What your company does

It serves a variety of purposes,
making presentations powerful
tools for convincing and teaching.

What makes you unique

Why your team is amazing

Why should people support you

Build your brand on social media
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Tried and tested techniques 
from the experts

It serves a variety of purposes,
making presentations powerful
tools for convincing and teaching.

It serves a variety of purposes,
making presentations powerful
tools for convincing and teaching.

It serves a variety of purposes,
making presentations powerful
tools for convincing and teaching.

Anika Sherwood
Fashion influencer

Molly Bradshaw
Marketing Expert

Matthew Bromman
Social Media Manager



Go back 
to your roots

Show people how you started

Remember to keep your presentation easy-to-read.
Avoid overloading a slide with too many words and
choose a color palette that won't distract the
audience.  If you’d like to add more content to your
presentation, there are plenty of options.

You can include photos of your team,
descriptions of products, or your goals as
a company. It all depends on the purpose
of your presentation, and how you plan to
arrange the details.



Where brands start

Top Sites

Start with an outline of topics
and identify highlights, which
can be applied to whatever
subject you plan on discussing.

You can then organize them into
your introduction, your main
content, and your conclusion.

Facebook

Instagram
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You can then organize
them into your intro,
your main content, and
your conclusion.

Choosing photos 
& creating designs

You can then organize
them into your intro,
your main content, and
your conclusion.

Writing 
effective copy

You can then organize
them into your intro,
your main content, and
your conclusion.

Uploading 
content

You can then organize
them into your intro,
your main content, and
your conclusion.

Connecting 
with followers

You can then organize
them into your intro,
your main content, and
your conclusion.

Choosing
testimonials

How brands
work online
An example of an online schedule
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Tash Watkins
Founder

Grace Harrison
COO

Heather Gibson
Marketing Head

Social Media Team
The team to help you stand out



Contact Us
We'd love to talk about 
all things marketing.

Phone Number
123-456-7890

Email Address
hello@reallygreatsite.com

Website
www.reallygreatsite.com



The best marketing
doesn't feel like marketing.

Tom Fishburne
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